the «-torus. If T n acts almost freely and effectively on an orientable manifold M rt+3 , that is, if all isotropy subgroups are finite, then w 2 (M) need not vanish; in fact w 2 (M) is Poincare dual to the fixed point sets of cyclic subgroups of even order.
In this note, we consider an arbitrary effective action of T n on an orientable manifold ΛP 4 " 3 and show that the Poincare dual of w 2 {M) is represented by the fixed point sets of circle subgroups and cyclic subgroups of even order.
In §1 we establish some notation and give a precise statement of the theorem. In §2 we reduce the proof of the theorem to the case of compact manifolds having only cyclic or circle isotropy subgroups. In §3 we study the cases of only cyclic isotropy subgroups or only circle isotropy subgroups and in §4 we prove the theorem by reducing to the two special cases of §3.
Statement of Theorem. If M is a manifold with a smooth action of T n and H is any subgroup of T n then £(M, #) = {*£ M\ T x n = H) where T" is the isotropy subgroup at x\ E(M, H) is open in F(M, H) -{x G MI h(x)
= x for all h G #}, the fixed point set of H [3] . If X is any component of F(M, H) then X is a closed submanifold of M and X Π E(M, H) is either empty or dense in the T n /H space X by [3] ; hence E(M, H) is a union of disjoint closed submanifolds of M.
If A a is a closed submanifold of a manifold B b , the Poincare dual of A, D(A) G H b~a (B; Z 2 ) ^ Hom(7^_ α (£; Z 2 ); Z 2 ), is defined by (D(A) 9 Z)= number of points in A fh Zmod2 where fti indicates the intersection of A with the cycle Z in general position [4] .
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If T n acts smoothly and effectively on an orientable manifold M" +3 , then for any cyclic subgroup H C T 
and so it is sufficient to prove the theorem for compact manifolds, possibly with boundary. Finally, let Ύ = X U dx X be the double of X and j: X^Y. Then
so it is sufficient to prove the theorem for Y 9 that is, for compact manifolds without boundary. D . If x G M with Γ/ = e then the slice at x 9 S x is diffeomoφhic to R 3 [1] , and we take U=T n X S,φ:
. If JΓ" = Z m then S X -CXR with g E Z m acting linearly on C X R via g(z,_ί) = (£z, 0 for ξ an mth root of unity. Define Φ:
• 
) = D(B n+λ ). We have Γ(£) = π*(T(E)\B) = π*(T(B)®v).
Since i/ ^ 5 1 acts effectively on E, E has a complex structure and is hence orientable and thus B is orientable and w 2 1, β is zero and i*\H\E x ) is onto. 
(E) -π*(w 2 (B) + w 2 (v)). Since T n /H ^ T n~λ acts freely on B, B/T

DEFINITION. A T n manifold M" +3 is said to be a nice T n manifold if (i) M is closed and orientable, (ii) every isotropy subgroup is cyclic or isomorphic to S\ (iii) for H isomorphic to S\ such that E(M, H) Φ φ, E(M, H) has codimension two, (iv) for every component F of E(M, //), H isomorphic to S\ w 2 (v(F, M)) φ 0 where v(F, M) is the normal bundle of F in M.
(E)®H 2 {M-E).
By Proposition 3, j*w 2 (M) = w^M -EJ = A(M -E) =jξA(M), and by Lemma 5 jfw 2 (M) = w 2 (E) = A(E) =jfA(M),
(M), x)= (w 2 (M), x) and (A(M) 9 x)= (A(M) 9 x)
. Clearly that will prove Lemma 7.
We may assume, by Lemma 2, that the action of T n on M n+3 satisfies the niceness conditions (i), (ii) and (iii). Let x be represented by a closed submanifold
which is transverse to F(M 9 H) for every isotropy subgroup H isomorphic to S 1 . To construct the manifold M we will first choose an invariant neighborhood U of Q 2 and then construct M so that U is contained in M. The class x will then be represented by βCί/CM. Clearly then (iv) The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
= (i*A(M),Q)= (A(U),Q)= {
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